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THE CLEVELAND ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING COMPANY
P.O. BOX 97 E PERRY, OHIO 44081 E TELEPHONE (216) 259 3737 N ADDRESS 10 CENTER ROAD

FROM CLEVELAND: 241-1650

Serving The Best location in the Nation
PERRY NUCLEAR POWER PLANT-

Al Kaplan

VICE PRESQENT

NUOLEAR GROUP '

June 9, 1989
PY-CEI/NRR-1022 L

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

. Perry Nuclear Power Plant
Docket No. 50-440
LER 89015

Dear Sir:

Enclosed is Licensee Event Report 89015 for the Perry Nuclear Power Plant.

Very truly yours,

Al Kaplan
Vice President
Nuclear Group

AK/nje

Enclosure: LER 89015

cc: T. Colburn
NRC Resident Inspector

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
799 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn, Illinois 50137
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"'"''' Error in Calculating Head Correction for Narrow Range Reactor Vessel Water Level
Instruments Results in Plant Operation With Trip Setpoints Adjusted Outside Allowable Values
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On May 12, 1989 it was discovered that an error existed in the calibration
data for reactor vessel level transmitters 1B21-N080B,1B21-N095B and
1C34-N004B. The error caused the indicated level for reactor level 3 trip
units to be approximately too inches (non-conservative) higher than actual
level without implementation of the Technical Specification required actions.
The level 3 trip unite submit signals into the Reactor Protection System

| (Level 3 scram), Containment Isolation System (Level 3 RER s Shutdown
Cooling isolation), and the ADS initiation logic (level 3 confirmatory low

,

|
level signal).

The caurst of the event was a design deficiency. During the preparation of
Idesign i..put values for the calibration data, an error was made in identifying

| the correct drywell penetration elevation for the instrument leg. This
|| mistake caused the temperature density compensation for the instrument leg to
I be calculated incorrectly leading to an incorrect head correction.

' Corrective actions include the calculation and implementation of new
instrument calibration data using the correct drywell penetration elevation.
In addition, all other reactor vessel level instruments calibration
calculations have been reviewed to verify this error was not a generic
problem.
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On May 12, 1989 it was discovered that an error existed in the calibration
data for Reactor vessel water level transmitters IB21-N080B, 1B21-N095B, and
IC34-N004B. The error caused the indicated level for reactor level 3 trip
units to be approximately two inches higher than actual level without
implementation of the Technical Specification required actions. At the time
of discovery the plant was undergoing a refueling outage with all fuel removed
from the Reactor Pressure Vessel [RPV). The reactor vessel pressure was |

atmospheric an? reactor coolant temperature approximately 110 degrees
Fahrenheit.

On May 12, 1989 General Electric noted the error while reviewing reactor
vessel level calibration data. General Electric notified the Perry Nuclear
Power Plant of the apparent discrepancy. On May 14, 1989 the Control Room was
notified, and potential Limiting Conditions for Operation written on the
instruments.

The trip units associated with these transmitters had both Level 3 and Level 8
trip setpoints. The error would have caused the Level 8 trips to be more
conservative, but the Level 3 trips to be less conservative. There are no
level 3 trips originating f rom the IC34-N004B transmitter. The level 3 trips
originating from the 1B21-N080B and 1B21-N095B go into the following
isolation / actuation logic:

IB21-N080B - Reactor protection System (RPS) [JC] (Level 3 scram)
- RHR [BD) Isolation Logic [JM] (Level 3 shutdown cooling

i isolation)
| 1B21-N095B - ADS Actuation System B [JE] (Level 3 confirmatory signal)

The error was found with the plant undergoing a refueling outage with all fuel
removed from the reactor pressure vessel. As such none of the instruments
were required to be OPERABLE at the time of discovery. However, since the
error was made prior to the first fuel cycle, operation had occurred over an

R extended period of time with Technical Specification instruments set
non-conservatively with respect to the Technical Specification Allowable
Values without taking the appropriate Technical Specification Actions.

The root cause of this event is a design deficiency. During preparation of
the design input values the wrong drywell penetration elevation was used to

i determine a density ccrrection factor for calibrating the transmitter. The

i penetration elevation used was 633.09 feet whereas the correct elevation is
647.00 feet. This penetration elevation is used to correct for the density of

|
water in the instrument leg inside the drywell versus outside the drywell (in

I containment). The head correction factor for the transmitters assumes an
average temperature inside the drywell (135 degrees Fahrenheit) and another

! cooler temperature inside the containment (90 degrees Fahrenheit). By using ,

'l
| an incorrect penetration elevation, the calculation for head correction
L assumed too much of the instrument line at the drywell temperatures and too

little of the instrument line at the containment temperature. Therefore, the
calculated head corrective was less than the actual applied head. It was this
difference in the head correction that accounted for the 2" difference in
indicated versus actual.
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Having the three level 3 units non-conservative by about 2 inches did not
create any loss of safety function for the following reasons:

1. There are four level 3 trip units in the RPS logic in a 1 out of 2 taken
twice logic. This means the level 3 scram still would have' occurred at
level 3 even with the N080B transmitters off by 2 inches.

2. The RHR shutdown cooling isolation logic is set up as a 2 out of 2 logic
for both the inboard and outboard valves. The N080B transmitter being 2"
off would have caused the inboard valves to go shut 2" lower than

required, but the outboard valves would have isolated at the proper
level, completely isolating the RHR shutdown cooling subsystem.

3. The ADS initiation level 3 signal is a confirmatory low level signal.
This means the level 3 signals purpose is to confirm a real reactor
vessel low level condition, exists when the reactor vessel level 1 signal
is generated. Since even with the 2" difference, a signal from the level !
3 trip unit would be generated well before the level 1 signal, no safety
function was lost. Also the N095B transmitter only enters the "B" ADS
actuation logic. This means the "A" ADS tetuation logic was not affected
and would have actuated to open the ADS valves correctly.

!In addition, General Electric performed an evaluation of accident analysis
assuming the level 3 trips would occur 2 inches below the trip setpoint level.
The evaluation concluded that peak clad temperature (PCT) would increase by
less than 2 degrees Fahrenheit for the limiting accident (Loss of Coolant
Accident). This increase would have an insignificant affect. Based on the ;

above it was determined that this event had no safety significance. One !

similar event dealing with improperly calibrated reactor vessel water level
instruments was documented in LER 88-018.

2
i Corrective actions include .the calculation and adjustment of the transmitters

f using the correct head cofrection value. This will be done prior to the
! instruments being declared operable following the first refueling outage. In

addition all other Reactor vessel level instrument calculations have been
reviewed to ensure proper drywell penetration levels were used in the
calculation. No other discrepancies were identified. i
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